Bowling: Skit for Newton’s 2nd Law of Motion
By: Henry, Seth, and Devin

(The Setting is a bowling alley in Port Isabel, which is The southernmost part of Texas)

Pepe: Welcome ladies and gentleman, boys and girls to the Port Isabel bowling championship! Now welcome our first contender… Federico Gonzalez!!!!

Frederico: I will win because my ball has more mass, and my arm will accelerate it quickly! My force will send this ball all the way to Cancún plus the alley is so smooth it has little friction to put upon the ball. (He moves to get to his lane)

Pepe: And in the next lane… Ricardo Perez!!!!

Ricardo: Even though I’m feeble and have a ball with less mass, I will win because my ball will require less force to accelerate it. My great aim will always hit the center pin!! (He moves to his lane).

Pepe: And I am your lovely host, Pepe Pablo! Bowlers are you ready?

Federico/Ricardo: I was born ready! Jynx!

Pepe: Alright. Ricardo, heads or tails?

Ricardo: Heads (Pepe flips coin-Its tails)

Federico: I will destroy you with my kinetic energy, Ricardo.

Ricardo: You can try! You may create more Newtons, but I have more accuracy.

Pepe: The winner will get tickets to a Port Isabel football game of their choice. Ladies and Gentlemen, let’s get Bowling!

Federico: (Federico goes and bowls, and knocks the pins down with great force). YES!!! That ought to be about 500 Newtons.

Pepe: Federico did very good. Ricardo, are you ready?

Ricardo: Yep. (Ricardo bowls, and applies little force, and does horrible). OH COME ON!
Frederico: Ha, Ha! That wasn’t even a fraction of a Newton!

Pepe: And it looks like we have our winner, because he applied more force, and, as we all know Force=Mass x Acceleration. Not only that, but he also had more accuracy. Kids, sometimes it pays to be strong and accurate. This is Pepe Pablo signing off.